Quantization is an essential step in the analog-to-digital conversion process and it is very important in all modern telecommunication systems. In this paper, a novel chaotic uniform quantizer is proposed and its application for speech coding is presented. The proposed system consists of three stages: two PCM coders separated by an XOR operation with a chaotic sequence, where the first step is used for continuous signal sampling and second stage performs data encryption, while the third stage provides additional data compression. The performance of the presented quantizer for Laplacian distributed signals and real speech signals is investigated and compared with that of the well-known uniform and non-uniform quantizers. Simulation results show that the proposed quantizer provides secured data with higher levels of SQNR compared to others.
Introduction
In all modern telecommunication systems, the analog-to-digital conversion is very important phase in the way of processing analog signals. It consists of two main steps which are quantization and coding. Quantization provides a means to represent signals efficiently with acceptable fidelity for signal compression, while coding decides exactly which codewords to assign to each distinct quantization level [1] . Existing quantization schemes can be classified into two categories, namely, uniform quantization and nonuniform quantization [2] . Uniform quantization is widely used due to its simplicity of implementation, but not optimal for signals with nonuniform distribution in terms of mean square error. While nonuniform quantization is much more complex, it is in general causes less information loss than uniform quantization, especially for small quantization resolutions. Lloyd-Max quantization is a major type of nonuniform quantization [3, 4] . It is optimal in the sense of mean squared error (MSE), but it is computationally intensive. Companding, which consists of nonlinear transformation and First Conference for Engineering Sciences and Technology (CEST-2018) 25-27 September 2018 / Libya uniform quantization, is a technique capable of trading off quantization performance with complexity for nonuniform quantization [5] . In literature, many nonuniform quantizers have been developed to meet the challenge of designing a low complexity and high signal-to-quantization noise ratio (SQNR). In [6, 7] sophisticated compression models based on fixed-rate scalar quantizer for Laplacian probability density function have been recently proposed. The problem of support region optimization has been extensively considered in the field of scalar quantization [8] . The optimization of the support region of the product polar companded quantizer is presented in [9] . This resulted in SQNR increase, but in a more complex encoding/decoding procedure. Although a great number of quantizers have been developed to provide an additional enhancement of the quantized signal quality, there is still a need to continue the research in this field.
In this paper, a novel chaotic uniform quantizer is proposed. It consists of three stages: two PCM coders separated by an XOR operation with a chaotic sequence. The first step is used for continuous signal sampling using rough quantization with a large number of quantization levels. After that, encoded data are XORed with a uniformly distributed random sequence which is generated from chaotic dynamic system to perform data encryption. The encrypted data are decoded to obtain discrete samples, which are further quantized using a quantizer with a small number of quantization levels in order to provide additional compression. The proposed quantizer is evaluated by means of a computer simulation using synthetic Laplacian source signals and real speech signals. The presented quantizer provides gain in the signal to quantisation noise ratio, encryption of the quantized samples, and compression over the conventional uniform quantizer as well as companding quantizer. This indicates the possibility of practical application of the chaotic proposed quantizer in the contemporary transmission of speech signals. The rest of the paper is organized as below. Section II presents the preliminaries of chaotic uniform quantizer. Section III describes the proposed chaotic uniform quantizer. Simulation results, comparison and discussion are given in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section V.
Preliminaries of Chaotic Uniform Quantizer

Chaotic Dynamic System
Chaos systems are considered suitable for practical use because of its complex dynamic behaviors. They provide a good combination of speed and high security. They have many excellent intrinsic properties, such as high sensitivity to initial conditions and control parameters, which are the desired properties in the application of encryption. The three dimensional discrete chaotic system, which are presented in [10] , is defined as follows
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The chaotic behaviour of the system is observed when the control parameters are chosen as 0.5 < , , < 4 with the initial conditions , , and [0, 1].
Uniform Quantizer
A uniform quantizer splits the mapped input signal into quantization steps of equal size. If is a random variable with the probability density function ( ) at input of the quantizer is converted to one of allowable levels, 1 , 2 , …, and is a discrete random variable at output of the quantizer. Then, the quantizer maps to as follows:
Thus the quantization error, = − , is a random variable with pdf ( ) and the average distortion is, 
Proposed Chaotic Uniform Quantizer
The configuration of the proposed chaotic uniform quantizer is shown in Figure 1 . The quantization process can be achieved using three main steps. In the first step, analog-to digital (A/D) conversion is performed using a quantizer with a high number of quantization levels 1 , whose purpose is to convert analog signal to discrete samples. Then, the quantized samples are encoded and XORed with a uniform random sequence generated from chaotic system. The resulted data are decoded to obtain an encrypted discrete time signal which has a uniform probability density function. The aim of the second stage is to provide additional signal compression by using a low number of quantization levels 2 where ( 2 < 1 ). The key stream in the chaotic system is composed of control parameters , , and initial values 0 , 0 , 0 .
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Simulation Results
The input-output characteristics of uniform quantizer, nonuniform quantizer, and chaotic quantizer are shown in Figure 2 . It is known that uniform quantizer has fixed step size and fixed output level as given in Figure 2 (a), while nonuniform quantizer has variable step size and fixed output level as illustrated in Figure 2(b) . However, chaotic quantizer has fixed step size and variable output level as shown in Figure 2 (c).
The performance of the proposed chaotic quantizer in quantization of signals having Laplacian probability density function is shown in Figure 3(a) . The choice of Laplacian distribution is made so as to match the data typically found in speech coding problem. The results of chaotic quantizer are compared with the results presented by conventional uniform and nonuniform quantizers. As a direct application of the proposed chaotic quantizer for speech coding, it has been applied to a speech signal and the results are reported in Figure  3(b) . In both cases, the performance of chaotic quantizer in terms of SQNR is superior to the performances of traditional uniform and nonuniform quantizers. For instance, for the case of Laplacian source, the chaotic quantizer produces 3 and 1 SQNR on average higher than uniform and nonuniform quantizers, respectively. Similarly, for the case of An important advantage of the proposed chaotic quantizer is the quantization of samples and encrypting them at the same time. The used chaotic system given in (1) has three initial values and three control parameters. Thus, if the precision is set to be 10 −15 , the key space can reach 10 6×15 ≈ 2 299 , which can efficiently resist the brute-force attack.
Conclusions
In this paper, the chaotic uniform quantizer is proposed and its performance for input signal with Laplacian distribution and its application for speech signal processing are explored. Experimental results demonstrate that the chaotic uniform quantizer is superior to the conventional uniform and nonuniform quantizers at all bit per symbol region. It has been shown that the proposed chaotic quantizer provides more constant and higher level of SQNR, which can be considered via the gains in the SQNR that range up to 3 as illustrated in the results section. Finally, the quantized samples are encrypted with a chaotic sequence which has a key space of 2 299 .
